Wednesday March 2013
OREIT Section Report– Cindy Samples
Outreach Recreation Environmental Education and Interpretation Technical Section
(OREIT) -Cindy Samples
We had 8 members attend the meeting.

No state member could commit to being the OREIT section chair, so Cindy Samples will
remain as the chair.

Field Trip Fund. We discussed the success of the Field Trip Fund. We feel the Field Trip
fund is a valuable resource for schools along the Mississippi River and propose that the Field
Trip Fund $2500 be extended for another year.
Veg Sampling Video: Is complete. A portion of the video will be shown during the main
meeting of the UMRCC membership. Mike Griffin of the Wildlife Tech Section requested that
the OREIT section make a video showing how to properly fill out veg sampling forms.
Invoice Received from Dan Krumholz for $350 including the development and copies of the
film. Dan is going to provide the movie in MOV format so it can get posted to YouTube.
Using the Interpretive Analysis Model, Angie Smith and Cindy Samples led the group in a
review of the National Great Rivers Museum exhibits. Participants were taught the
interpretive Analysis model by Cindy Samples – instructor for Interpretive Writing and
Interpretive Signs and Wayside Exhibits at the National Conservation Training Center in
Shepherdstown, West Virginia. Once the process was outlined Angie led them through the
visitor center exhibits. The outcome is the Visitor Center will provide the comments to their
exhibit designer as they prepare an interpretive plan for future exhibit development.
Agency Updates were provided and we adjourned at 4:29 pm.

UMRCC Business Meeting

Outreach Recreation Environmental Education and Interpretation Technical Section
(OREIT) -Cindy Samples
We had 8 members attend the meeting. Because we met at the National Great Rivers
Museum we did not have people migrate in and out of the meeting. State representation: MO.

No state member could commit to being the OREIT section chair, so Cindy Samples will
remain as the chair.

Field Trip Fund. We discussed the success of the Field Trip Fund. We feel the Field Trip
fund is a valuable resource for schools along the Mississippi River and propose that the Field
Trip Fund $2500 be extended for another year.
Veg Sampling Video: A portion of the video will be shown during the main meeting of the
UMRCC membership. Mike Griffin of the Wildlife Tech Section requested that the OREIT
section make a video showing how to properly fill out veg sampling forms. Invoice Received
from Dan Krumholz for $350 including the development and copies of the film. Dan is going
to provide the movie in MOV format so it can get posted to YouTube. Megan Moore
requested that the link to the movie be posted on the UMRCC website.
Using the Interpretive Analysis Model, Angie Smith and Cindy Samples led the group in a
review of the National Great Rivers Museum exhibits. Participants were taught the
interpretive Analysis model by Cindy Samples – instructor for Interpretive Writing and
Interpretive Signs and Wayside Exhibits at the National Conservation Training Center in
Shepherdstown, West Virginia. Once the process was outlined Angie led them through the
visitor center exhibits. The outcome is the Visitor Center will provide the comments to their
exhibit designer as they prepare an interpretive plan for future exhibit development.
Agency Updates were provided and we adjourned at 4:29 pm.

